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regex or something
else. I hope you
understand what I'm
trying to do. I'm
using'm' in regex
mode to get all the
lines. I'm using
Python 2.7 import
urllib.request
response = urllib.re
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quest.urlopen('')
html=response.read()
html=html.replace('
',' ') text =
html.replace('',' ')
text =
text.replace('\r ','
') text =
text.replace('\r','
') This is my code
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in Python A: import
re import requests
html='''
/usr/sbin/mail -s
"Customer response"
-S ' a@gmail.com'
The email you send
must be in HTML. Plz
re-read the Terms &
Condition. Kindly
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send all the
information
correctly. The
design of the
website is not 100%
user friendly. There
is space, line
breaks and new lines
between the
headings. You are
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registering with the
mail client that is
used by the IT-
department, but the
email address that
you send the
confirmation letter
to is the email
address that is used
by the webmaster.
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The email you send
contains a broken
link in the address
line, therefore the
link does not go to
the registered
website (about.com).
The e-mail has been
marked as spam by
our anti-spam-
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software. You can
find the correct
link to this website
on the image
attached to this e-
mail. The image that
you use on the site
is a picture of an
email that you sent.
It is a picture of
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the text of the
email that you sent.
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